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To quote the Airfix Web Site: Early in the morning of the 26th April 1940, four members of KG 4 took off in
their Heinkel He111 P-2 5J+CN from Fernebu, Oslo in Norway. One of three Heinkels tasked with attacking
the town of Andalsnes, the bomber was damaged by the guns of HMS Manchester. Unable to keep formation
with the other Heinkels the crew were then taken by surprise by two Blackburn Skuas of No. 801 Squadron
FAA from HMS Ark Royal.
The pilot of Skua A7-A unleashed a hail of machine gun fire on the bomber - killing flight engineer Willi
Stock. With one engine failing and the other on fire, pilot Richard Gumbrecht had no choice but to force-land
somewhere among the snow covered mountains below. With Stock dead, the remaining three crew members
escaped the wreckage and made their way down the mountain. The largely intact Heinkel sat on the mountain
for over 30 years, before being recovered and restored by the Norwegian Armed Forces Aircraft Collection.
Airfix have made another big step in kit quality with this latest production; the first for them in the Lador
scanning process. This makes it the most accurate kit of the famous Heinkel bomber more commonly known as
der Spaten - the Spade - so called because of the spade-like shape of the characteristic Heinkel elliptical
wing.
Tightness of fit applies to the fuselage windows and will need some application of a sanding stick and this is
best done at the start of the assembly. Engines are also in need of careful fitting and a little filler.
Fitting of the tail rudder actuator needs to be left to last if you are going to apply the Swastika across the
tail fin and rudder. With much work needed on the forward glass area in masking this is no quick build but a
very enjoyable one giving pleasing results
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